Abstract. Svalbard and the maritime zone around this Arctic archipelago are central to Norway–Russia relations. Since 1977, a dispute has concerned Norway’s right to exercise jurisdiction over fisheries. What are Russian positions on Norwegian jurisdiction enforcement in the Fisheries Protection Zone (FPZ)? How have perceptions and reactions evolved since the turn of the millennium? Has the deterioration in the bilateral relationship post-2014 sharpened the dispute in the FPZ, and has the risk of conflict increased? We find that 2014 does not appear to be a watershed with respect to relations in the FPZ around Svalbard. After the dramatic arrest of a Russian trawler in 2005, the Russian central authorities switched from protest to relatively conciliatory dialogue — with a marked exception in 2011 related to Russian domestic discord surrounding the 2010 Barents Sea maritime boundary agreement. After 2011, incidents in the FPZ have been handled without further escalation, but the situation is underpinned by various factors that might change. Russia’s policies in the FPZ have been a balancing act: always stressing its official position and insisting that there are limitations to how much Norwegian enforcement can be accepted, while also ensuring that the enforcement regime survives.
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Introduction

The Svalbard archipelago, located between the Norwegian mainland and the North Pole, occupies a special international relations position. For centuries it remained a no man’s land, despite extensive economic activity in whaling, hunting, and fisheries. Only in the early 20th century did the great powers agree that Norway should have sovereignty over the islands, as stated in the Svalbard Treaty signed in Paris in 1920. Due to their economic interests, special provisions on access, taxation, and non-discrimination applied — and still apply — to economic activity on this Arctic Archipelago.

When the concept of extended maritime zones emerged in the post-war period and states subsequently implemented these, a problem arose. Did the special Svalbard provisions apply to these new maritime zones, although the zones themselves were not specified in the Svalbard Treaty? Norway has continued to argue against this, whereas other states with an economic and
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1The Russian-language text uses “Spitsbergen”, still the usual name for the archipelago in Russia. The official Norwegian name in Russian is Svalbard.

political interest in Arctic waters – like Iceland, Russia, and the UK – take a contrarian position. Norway subsequently implemented ‘only’ a Fisheries Protection Zone (FPZ) in 1977 – in contrast to a full Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) – to avoid an outright conflict over the issue. Still, other states with an economic and political interest in Svalbard continue to dispute the Norwegian approach.

Svalbard is close to Russia (Svalbard’s maritime zones border those extending from Frans Josef Land), and Russia is the only country besides Norway that has a sizeable population living and working on Svalbard, constituting a community on its own in the mining town of Barentsburg. Russia has argued against Norway’s right to unilaterally establish any form of the maritime zone, which has been described as a decision in violation of the Treaty of 1920. A dispute between the two Arctic neighbors thus emerged in the 1970s, which remains unresolved.

From time to time, the dispute emerges on the political agenda in relations between Norway and Russia or in Arctic governance discussions more broadly. Moreover, at times this legal dispute gives an impression of immediate risk of conflict between a small state and its big neighbor. There is a potential for clashes, particularly in the interaction between Russian fishing vessels and Norwegian authorities enforcing regulations. Further, in Norway and in NATO, there is a growing awareness of the North Atlantic/Barents Sea as an area where Russia’s military efforts are increasing.

Although other countries besides Russia holds an interest in the Svalbard maritime dispute, Russia is undoubtedly the most central actor when unpacking the complexities of this dispute. Therefore, in this article, we want to clarify Russia’s interests, positions, and behavior concerning the FPZ. What are Russian perceptions of Norwegian politics in the FPZ? How have perceptions and reactions developed after Norway tightened its enforcement practices in the zone around the turn of the millennium? Have there been changes in connection with the deterioration in the bilateral relationship after 2014? What does this mean for the risk of conflict in this area?

We seek to identify factors that may increase or reduce the risk of serious conflict. The purpose is thus not to give a complete overview of all Russian positions (or actors with a position) on the Svalbard maritime dispute, but rather to make use of the events in the FPZ over the last two decades in order to examine how statements – both official and unofficial – as well as actions concerning the zone have fluctuated and altered character, and explain why. We begin by placing the FPZ in the larger context of Barents Sea fisheries and then review and analyze developments in Norwegian management of the zone and the Russian response, highlighting the constellation of actors on the Russian side at federal and regional levels. Finally, we discuss how to explain the variations in perceptions and reactions over time and what implications can be drawn regarding the future conflict in the area.

The article is based mainly on written sources, especially Russian media outlets, journal articles, expert comments, and interviews. The bulk of this material was collected in 2018 and 2019. We also lean on writings about Svalbard and the particularities of this part of the world, either examining the archipelago on its own or as part of the larger Arctic governance system. In addition,
we have conducted formal interviews and informal conversations with relevant actors on the
Norwegian side. All interviewees are key participants in Norwegian fisheries cooperation with Rus-
sia. Informal discussions with a few Russian participants have added to our understanding of Russian positions.

**Svalbard and the Fisheries Protection Zone**

Svalbard is located approximately 650 kilometers north of the Norwegian mainland and
just 1,000 kilometers from the North Pole. Initially named Spitsbergen by the Dutch explorer Wil-
lem Barentsz in the Sixteenth Century, Spitsbergen is today the name of the largest island in the
archipelago while the archipelago was renamed Svalbard from 1925. Only in the early 20th centu-
ry, when promising discoveries of coal were made and mines opened, were specific steps taken to
establish an administration of the Svalbard archipelago. Various models were discussed before the
First World War; post-war negotiations resulted in a treaty that gave sovereignty to Norway 2.

These negotiations were annexed to the peace settlements which did not involve Russia
and Germany. However, as Russia had played a major role in earlier talks on the status of the ar-
chipelago, the Treaty assigned to Russia the same rights as the signatories until it could formally
accede. In 1924, the Soviet government unconditionally recognized Norwegian sovereignty over
the archipelago and acceded to the Treaty in 1935.

A key objective of the Treaty was, after assigning Norway ‘full and absolute sovereignty’
and responsibility for managing the islands, to secure the economic interests of nationals from
other countries. This was done by including provisions on equal rights and non-discrimination in
the most relevant economic activities: Norway could not treat other nationals less favourably than
its own citizens; and taxes levied on Svalbard could be used solely for local purposes. Regardless,
international economic interest plummeted, and soon only Norwegian and Soviet mining compa-
nies had activities there. Soviet attempts to gain special status on Svalbard were expressed in the
aftermath of WW2 and later. The USSR was particularly concerned about possible military use,
demanding strict adherence to the Treaty’s ban on the use of the islands for warlike purposes and
construction of fortifications or naval bases.

Developments in the law of the sea from the 1950s onwards extended the coastal states’
exclusive rights to resources in the seabed as well as in the water column. Such rights were codi-
fied in the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention in 1982, but they had become customary law
well before then. In 1976 Norway declared a 200-nm Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) off its coast.
According to the Norwegian government, Norway, as the coastal state of Svalbard, was entitled to
establish an EEZ around the archipelago, as the non-discriminatory provision in the Treaty referred
only, and explicitly, to the islands themselves and their territorial waters.
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2 Svalbard Treaty. Treaty between Norway, The United States of America, Denmark, France, Italy, Japan, the Nether-
lands, Great Britain and Ireland and the British overseas Dominions and Sweden concerning Spitsbergen, signed in
Paris 9th February 1920. URL: https://www.jus.uio.no/english/services/library/treaties/01/1-11/svalbard-treaty.xml
However, this view was disputed by some other states. The status of the water column was an urgent issue since Norway saw a need to manage the ongoing international fisheries in the area. To avoid recourse to legal proceedings, Norway simply established a Fisheries Protection Zone (FPZ) in 1977. Management of the FPZ would be on a non-discriminatory basis: fishers from Norway and from other nations would be treated equally, although access to the zone would be granted only to vessels from nations traditionally active in the area. Norway maintained that the zone was in line with the Treaty’s ‘equal treatment’ provisions⁴, even if its establishment was a unilateral Norwegian decision.

This arrangement in the FPZ satisfied several states who had voiced opposition to Norway’s insistence on exclusive resource rights, notably the UK, the Netherlands and Denmark [1, Pedersen T., Henriksen T., pp. 146]. However, other states with extensive fishing rights were still critical, primarily Iceland, Spain and Russia, although their positions were not identical.

The Russian official position, expressed in diplomatic notes, has been that Norway had no right to unilaterally establish a fisheries protection zone: fisheries in the waters around Svalbard should have been the subject of bilateral negotiations between Norway and Russia.⁴ This was the position of the USSR when Norway established the FPZ; it remains Russia’s position today, reiterated by Russian legal scholars arguing that Norway has no legitimate right to enforce fisheries regulations around Svalbard. The waters are international, and regulations – which can be set only by international fisheries organizations – can be enforced by the flag state alone, in this case Russia [2, Vylegzhanin A. N., Zilanov V.], [3, Pedersen T., p. 34].

To understand Russia’s position regarding this zone, we must also examine explicit interests. The primary (economic) interests in the area concerns fisheries. Despite the disagreement over the legal status of the FPZ, Norway and Russia, and earlier the Soviet Union, have a long history of cooperation in management of Arctic fisheries⁵. When 200nm EEZs were introduced, the two countries established a Joint Fisheries Commission for cooperation on the management of fish stocks in the whole Barents Sea, which comprises the Soviet/Russian EEZ, the Norwegian EEZ and the waters around Svalbard.

The two countries decided to treat the most important stocks (cod, haddock, capelin) as shared stocks. They institutionalized annual negotiations on the total catch limits (quotas) and agreed on a fixed distribution of these quotas (50/50). Despite problems with overfishing in the 1990s, and occasional disagreements on the total quota, this cooperation generally functioned well, and evolved to include increasingly sophisticated regulations [4, Sergunin A.]. Many observers have deemed it among the best managed international fisheries agreements in the world [5,
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⁴ Note from Russia to Norway, 18 August 1998, cited in [1, Pedersen T., Henriksen T., pp. 146].

Eide A., Heen K., Armstrong C., et al. [6, Jakobsen T., Ozhigin V.K.], and in 2013 the Northeast Arctic cod stock reached an all-time high. There are no separate quotas in the FPZ for Norway and Russia: catches there are within the quotas set for the whole Barents Sea. Beyond doubt, Barents Sea fisheries are important to Russia—altogether they represent 10–15 per cent of Russia’s total global catch of marine living resources, probably constituting an even larger share in terms of value. Fisheries in the FPZ are an important part of this picture. The Russian fishing fleet takes about a quarter of its catches in the Barents Sea in the FPZ alone, and Russia has the largest annual catch among the nations active in the zone. Russian catches there have been increasing recently, as stocks like cod and haddock have extended their distribution towards the north.

The importance of the FPZ for the Russian fishing fleet must be seen in light of the fact that Russia takes a relatively small share of its catches in the Russian Economic Zone (REZ), where fish are predominantly young and small, and weather and ice conditions are complicated [8, Zilanov V.]. Access to both the Norwegian Economic Zone (NEZ) and the FPZ is vital to the Russian fishing fleet, and it is quite clear that Russia has strong material interests in the FPZ. How, then, have Norway and Russia interacted and engaged over the Svalbard maritime dispute? How have Russian interests and concerns been reflected in Russia’s practical policies towards both Norway and the Zone? How have Russia’s policy response varied over time, ranging from the late 1990s, when the Norwegian Coast Guard initiated a more stringent enforcement policy in the Zone, up to 2014 when bilateral relations between the two countries deteriorated? And what does this mean for the potential for conflict over this issue?

Russian reactions and responses to the Norwegian FPZ policy over two decades

The FPZ was established in 1977, but the first twenty years of its existence saw few signs of confrontation. The Norwegian Coast Guard practised lenient enforcement of regulations, with warnings as the strongest form of reaction used. Russian fishers had instructions from their own authorities to facilitate inspections, but refrain from catch reporting and signing any inspection forms—as a symbolic indication that the Soviet Union and later Russia did not recognize Norwegian authority in the zone [2, Vylegzhanin A. N., Zilanov, V.]. According to some Russian observers there was a mutual understanding that the Soviet Union accepted Norwegian Coast Guard’s inspection of Soviet vessels, while Norway, in turn, acknowledged that it was the flag state’s prerogative to impose any sanctions [9, Portsel A. K.], [10, Tsypalov V.], [11, Zilanov V.].

However, from 1993, the Coast Guard began to employ arrests and other means of force in the FPZ against third-country vessels fishing there without quota [12, Kosmo S.]. And from the late 1990s came a shift in Norwegian enforcement also towards Russian vessels. Norway abandoned
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6 The cooperation has been analysed by Geir Hønneland in several publications, see [7, Hønneland G.].
its previous practice of ‘lenient’ enforcement in order to respond adequately to cases of serious fisheries crime.

From a Norwegian perspective, this development represented a normalisation. In a period characterised by good-neighbourly relations between Norway and Russia, enforcement of fisheries regulations was no longer seen through a foreign policy prism, but was regarded as the responsibility of regular administrative bodies. It has been argued that the tougher response to rule-breakers was initiated not at the political level, but by the administration (the Coast Guard and the State Attorney in Troms and Finnmark counties), seeking better control of the rapidly declining cod stocks [12, Kosmo S. p. 46], [13, Østhagen A. p. 108]. However, many on the Russian side perceived this tightening of control as a breach of contract, given the ‘gentlemen’s agreement’ between the two countries. When the ‘agreement’ was broken, it gave rise to strong reactions. The Norwegian side, however, has never acknowledged the existence of such an agreement.

**Phase I, 1998–2005: Unanimous criticism of Norway’s new line**

In 1998, for the first time, the Norwegian Coast Guard arrested a Russian trawler, the Novokuybyshevsk, in the FPZ. Several fishing grounds in the zone had been closed due to large quantities of small fish in the catches [14, Skram A-I.]; when the Novokuybyshevsk was arrested, it was in a group of about 50 Russian fishing vessels, all fishing in a closed area [12, Kosmo S. pp. 32]. The arrest provoked loud reactions in Russia. After ‘diplomatic intervention’, the charges were withdrawn, and the trawler, which had been escorted to Tromsø in North Norway, was released [3, Pedersen T. pp. 35]. Nevertheless, the incident fuelled the existing antipathies towards Norway in Russian fisheries circles: the once-friendly bilateral atmosphere had been replaced by a colder climate.

In the years around the turn of the millennium, Norwegian–Russian fisheries cooperation was characterized by disagreement on several important management issues, including the size of the annual total allowable catch [15, Hønneland G., Jørgensen A-K.], and there was considerable criticism of Norway – from fishers, military elites and regional politicians. Fishers complained about stricter regulations and stricter enforcement, many of them alleging that Norway’s long-term goal was to expel the Russian fishing fleet from the FPZ. Representatives of the military, for their part, argued that Norway was acting as a tool of NATO in the High North [16, Jørgensen J.H.]. Murmansk Governor Yuriy Yevdokimov demonstrated his concern for both fishing and defence interests by launching a sponsorship scheme for Russian fisheries inspection vessels (so that they could afford to go to sea and ‘protect’ the fishers), as well as an ‘adoption scheme’ for submarines of the Northern Fleet [15, Hønneland G., Jørgensen A-K.], [16, Jørgensen J.H.]. A core narrative was that Norway (once again) was exploiting Russia’s temporary weakness.

Recently, discrimination against Russian interests has become an everyday phenomenon (...) Norway is running a ‘silent’ campaign to expel Russian fishers from the Svalbard zone (...) In the Soviet period, there were no serious incidents.
Norway did not want to argue with its strong neighbour in the East. After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, it was decided in Oslo that it was time to act. The Norwegians obviously believed that Russia was not able to fully defend its interests and began purposefully to expel Russian fishers from the zone...  

The Russian federal authorities were more restrained in their reactions, but they most likely assumed that new arrests would not occur. And indeed, an incident in 2000 similar to the Novokujbyshevsk, involving an unnamed vessel, was solved by ‘diplomatic means’. But when the trawler Chernigov was arrested, prosecuted and fined for serious violations in 2001, Russian official reactions were sharp: the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MID) delivered a note – leaving out the usual diplomatic courtesy phrases – accusing Norway of violating international law [3, Pedersen T. p. 25]. In addition, Russian participants at a meeting of the Permanent Committee under the Norwegian–Russian Fisheries Commission were recalled on short notice – obviously on orders from the highest level [12, Kosmo S.]. Russia also deployed the naval cruiser Severomorsk to the FPZ in 2002 to protect Russian fishers against the Norwegian Coast Guard.

**Phase II, 2005–2012: Central Power vs. Opposition**

After the uproar around the Chernigov case, the next four years saw no arrests. In 2005, however, the FPZ controversy re-emerged with force, caused by the unsuccessful arrest of the Russian trawler Elektron, which had been under surveillance for some time by the Norwegian Coast Guard for illegal discarding of fish in the FPZ. The vessel was inspected, and serious violations were uncovered, including the use of an illegal, small-meshed trawl net inside the ordinary one [17, Fermann G., Inderberg T. H. J. pp. 374-376]. The trawler was then arrested and escorted by the Coast Guard vessel KV Tromsø towards the Norwegian mainland for the police to continue with the prosecution.

The captain of the Elektron, in agreement with the Russian owners, had other plans. Just before entering the Norwegian EEZ he fled, with two Norwegian inspectors onboard. For three days, four Norwegian Coast Guard vessels, as well as a maritime surveillance aircraft and several helicopters, pursued the Elektron, closely tailing the trawler as it headed for Russian waters, where the Russian Navy was waiting. The Norwegian Coast Guard had considered boarding the trawler, but, in the end, bad weather was blamed for not following through [18, Åtland K., Ven Bruusgaard K. pp. 341]. It is also highly likely that the Norwegian authorities were concerned about the escalation effect such action could have vis-à-vis Russia [17, Fermann G., Inderberg T. H. J. pp. 389, 395].
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10 Ven Bruusgaard K. Fiskerikonflikter i Barentshavet – potensial for eskalering? (Fisheries conflicts in the Barents Sea – Potential for escalation?). Oslo, 2006: https://fhs.brage.unit.no/fhs-xmlui/handle/11250/2444396
Constant media coverage kept the case high on the political agenda in Norway. The event also received considerable attention in Russia, primarily because of the spectacular chase. However, official reactions on the Russian side were more mixed than in the Chernigov case. MID was low-key in its comments to the press, and Foreign Minister Lavrov explained, as the chase went on, that the Russian side was in constant contact with ‘The Norwegian Coast Guard, the Norwegian MFA and other Norwegian authorities’ 11. The head of the Murmansk Border Service denied that the arrest had been in violation of international law though [18, Åtland K., Ven Bruusgaard K. pp. 341], while the head of the Russian delegation to the Joint Fisheries Commission stated, ‘the Norwegians, understandably, had to respond to the uncontrolled fishing that goes hand in hand with [Russia’s] passivity’ 12.

At the regional level in Murmansk, on the other hand, there were crass statements against Norway, both from shipowners and local politicians. Their anger was also directed at their own authorities – the military and the Federal Security Service (FSB) were criticized for their unwillingness to protect Russian citizens 13. In the media, the captain of the Elektron was partly hailed as a hero and partly portrayed as a criminal who had embarrassed Russia.

Thus, starting with the Elektron case, we see a distinction between a dialogue-oriented central power and a conflict-oriented ‘opposition’ concerning the FPZ. Lavrov’s desire for bilateral discussions was followed up in the Joint Fisheries Commission, where the fisheries around Svalbard became a regular item on the agenda from 2005. In the ensuing years, the parties appeared to reach a mutual understanding of the need to react to violations in the Zone. Between 2006 and 2010, six trawlers were arrested in the FPZ, without triggering formal protests from Russia [13, Østhagen A. pp. 107-111]. The focus of the Russian delegation to the Joint Fisheries Commission was to reach an agreement on harmonization of Norwegian and Russian fishing regulations 14. And in 2009/10, the parties agreed on common rules for mesh size in trawls, minimum size limits for fish and regulations concerning closing/opening of fishing grounds. Russian fishers had long complained about having to follow Norwegian rules when fishing in the FPZ, so this was an important conflict-dampening measure.

In practice, the Russian fisheries authorities’ civilian surveillance vessels had little to contend with against the Norwegian Coast Guard [19, Åtland K.]. At a meeting of the ‘Russian government commission for provision of Russia’s presence on the Spitsbergen archipelago in December 2011 the possibility of using the Northern Fleet, as well as strategic, long-range bombers pa-
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12 Shut D. Hvilken effekt hadde sentraliseringen i Russland på fiskerisamarbeidet med Norge? (What effect did centralization in Russia have on the fisheries cooperation with Norway?). University of Oslo, 2012: https://www.duo.uio.no/bitstream/handle/10852/34411/1/Shut-Master.pdf, pp. 64.
14 This is evident from the annual protocols from the fisheries cooperation sessions. URL: www.jointfish.com/.
trolling the Arctic Ocean, to demonstrate strength was discussed, although direct military intervention in fisheries disputes was not considered [9, Portsel A. K. pp. 14-15].

**Intermezzo 2010–2011: Turmoil surrounding the maritime boundary agreement and the Sapfir-2 case**

The internal disagreement between the Russian federal authorities and the Norway-critical’ opposition’ in Murmansk region deepened after the parties had signed the 2010 maritime boundary treaty which defined the boundary between the Norwegian and the Russian EEZs – a matter the parties had not been able to settle when they established their EEZs in the mid-to-late 1970s. An alliance of fishers, regional politicians and some academics lobbied intensively to stop Russia from ratifying the treaty. Arguing that the treaty implicitly recognized Norwegian sovereign rights in the FPZ, they warned that the pressure against Russian fishers in the zone would increase [8, Zilanov V.], [20, Hønneland G.]. Some predicted that the number of arrests of Russian vessels would escalate after ratification. For their part, the central authorities in Moscow were doing everything they could to prevent the opposition from interfering with State Duma consent to ratification of the agreement, with media control and pressure against politicians playing an important role [21, Hønneland G.], [22, Ims M.], [23, Moe A., Fjærtoft D., Øverland I.].

In 2011 – when the agreement had been ratified and had entered into force – a total of five Russian trawlers were arrested by the Norwegian Coast Guard in the FPZ, and the fishers and their supporters understandably felt vindicated [24, Glubokov A.I., Afanasiev P.K., Mel’nikov. S.P.] Fisheries representatives and local politicians in Murmansk described the arrests as ‘aggressive acts’ aimed at ‘driving’ Russian fishers out of the Barents Sea [25, Nevskoe vremya]. They also had harsh words to their own authorities: for example, a representative in the Murmansk Parliament accused MID of taking the [Norwegian] ‘intruders’ side (ibid.)

The controversy peaked in autumn 2011, when the Russian trawler *Sapfir-2* was seized for discarding fish. Russian media described the arrest as unusually dramatic. Also in this case, the captain called on a Russian state vessel, *Angrapa*, for help, and media reports conveyed the impression that the Norwegian Coast Guard inspectors acted brutally to prevent Russian inspectors from coming to the rescue. There had been no official protests against arrests earlier that year, but now MID delivered a sharp note to the Norwegian ambassador, declaring that Norway’s actions had an ‘unacceptable and challenging character’, and specifically noting the many recent arrests in the FPZ [9, Portsel A. K.].

At the meeting of the Joint Fisheries Commission a few weeks after the arrest, the mood was tense. At Russian request, an extraordinary session was held in February 2012 on fishing around Svalbard. Here it was agreed to ‘prepare as soon as possible’ a unified definition of the
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16 Interview, Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, 20 November 2018.
term ‘discard’. In addition, a working group was to prepare common guidelines for inspections [7, Hønneland G.].

**Phase III, 2012–2018: Control and attenuated reactions**

Since 2012, there has been much less turmoil over the FPZ internally in Russia. The arrests that have taken place in the zone after 2011 have received scant media coverage; articles and commentaries about the FPZ generally refer to older cases (*Elektron, Sapfir-2*). In the spring of 2017, however, the arrest of the Norwegian trawler *Remøy* in the REZ, which was held back for three weeks as well as receiving a stinging fine for what the Norwegians saw as a technical registration error by the Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries, received extensive coverage in the Northwest Russian media.

In Norway, it was speculated that the arrest could be ‘revenge’ for humiliating arrests of Russian vessels in the past.

An important reason why the debate around the FPZ has now stalled is probably the relatively few arrests of Russian vessels in recent years (see Table I). Importantly, most of these cases – and all cases after 2013 – have been ‘resolved at sea’. Under this procedure which was introduced in 2012 by the Norwegian side, arrested vessels are not brought to a Norwegian port, but are released when a guarantee for payment of imposed fines has been produced. Prior to the introduction of this scheme, there were frequent complaints from Russian vessel owners that only foreign fishing vessels were forced to go to a Norwegian port after being arrested in Norwegian jurisdictions. The shipowners saw this as discriminatory, as it entailed lost fishing time and income, in addition to the fine. The Norwegian Coast Guard believes that the new scheme has offset conflict – a view supported by the relative silence on the topic of arrests in the Russian media.

| Table 1 |
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17 Bi-port. Норвежский троулер «Remøy» был арестован за незаконный вылов почти 400 тонн креветок (The Norwegian trawler Remøy has been arrested for illegal catch of almost 400 tons of shrimp), b-port.com, 23 May, 2017. https://b-port.com/news/201324

18 Fiskeribladet. Tolker ‘Remøy’-saken som hevn (Interprets the Remøy-case as revenge). Fiskeribladet, 26 May, 2017: https://fiskeribladet.no/nyheter/?artikkel=53366

19 The procedure requires that there is no ‘need for investigation or proof of evidence beyond what the Coast Guard can carry out at sea’. The procedure is used in all Norwegian jurisdictions. (Personal communication with the Coast Guard 8 January 2019; Troms and Finnmark State Attorney’s Office and Rogaland State Attorney’s Office 2014.)

20 Personal communication with the Coast Guard, 8 January 2019.
Nevertheless, the sailing has not always been smooth. Criticism of the Norwegian Coast Guard’s inspection practices has come from several corners (see, for example, [26, Sennikov S. A.]) and Chairman of the Coordination council for northern fisheries (Sevryba) Vyacheslav Zilanov claimed in an interview in 2016 that inspections of Russian vessels have ‘a humiliating character’ 21. Particular attention has been given to discarding of fish. Zilanov complained that the rules for discarding are interpreted too strictly: ‘...if a herringbone falls overboard or the trawl accidentally splits as it is hauled, this cannot be considered a violation ...’ 22. In an email exchange with the authors in 2018, Zilanov elaborated his views:

Discarding is a Norwegian 'invention' and the Norwegians show a consistent lack of interest in giving the concept a practical interpretation. Why? [Because] this is a favourable situation for the Norwegian coast guard, so that they can continue to arrest fishers, especially Russian ones. The Norwegians are not interested in solving this problem.23

The processes initiated at the Fisheries Commission’s session in 2011 (unified definition of the term ‘discarding’, common guidelines for inspections) were aimed at addressing exactly these Russian concerns. In the years that followed, the parties tried to find mutually acceptable solu-
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22 Potashov V. Конец «рыбным конфликтам» положат единые «правила игры»? (Will the end of the ‘fish conflicts’ result in unified ‘rules of the game’?). Mustoi.ru, 5 April, 2016: https://mustoi.ru/konec-rybnym-konfliktam-polozhat-edinye-pravila-igry/.
23 Personal communication, Vyacheslav Zilanov, 16 November 2018.
tions, but this proved difficult. The Russian side wanted specific and strict limitations on the duration of inspections, the number of inspectors who could normally participate, etc. Furthermore, common guidelines were sought not only for the inspection phase itself, but also for the investigation phase, which in Norway falls under the competence of the prosecuting authority.\textsuperscript{24} Negotiations on this point were not acceptable to Norway, and the work was 'temporarily' halted in 2015.

However, the atmosphere in the Joint Fisheries Commission and its subsidiary bodies has improved in recent years.\textsuperscript{25} Norwegian participants in the collaboration state that constructive work is being done to identify matters where joint solutions are possible, and that the parties otherwise 'agree to disagree'. Interviews also indicate that the deterioration in government-level Norwegian–Russian relations after 2014 has not affected the Commission's work.\textsuperscript{26}

In parallel with the better climate in the Joint Fisheries Commission, the official Russian presence in the FPZ has become more noticeable. Responsibility for patrolling in the area lies no longer with the fisheries authorities, but with the Russian Coast Guard. Since its formal establishment in 2004, the Coast Guard has undergone extensive modernization, and its work is prioritized [19, Åtland, K.]. Several new, more sophisticated vessels have been added\textsuperscript{27}; some of these are ice-strengthened, and at least one vessel is equipped with a helicopter.\textsuperscript{28} Despite Russia's weakened economy, there has been a moderate increase in Coast Guard patrolling in the FPZ in recent years.\textsuperscript{29} The modernization of the fleet has made it possible to conduct patrols most of the year, and the helicopter-carrying vessel \textit{Polyarnaya Zvezda} is regularly observed in the Zone.\textsuperscript{30} By contrast, Norwegian capacities have deteriorated: the Norwegian Coast Guard is now without helicopters most of the time, due to serious delays in delivery of new helicopters, and its vessels are ageing.\textsuperscript{31} However, there have been no attempts to interfere with Norwegian inspections in the FPZ since the \textit{Sapfir}-2 episode back in 2011 – which involved a vessel from the regional fisheries inspection agency, not a Russian Coast Guard vessel.

Statements from representatives of the Russian Coast Guard indicate an ambition to achieve some form of parity with the Norwegian Coast Guard in the FPZ. In 2016, the head of the Border Service claimed in an interview that the agency's vessels oversee Svalbard 'together with'

\textsuperscript{24} Personal communication, the Coast Guard, 8 January 2019; Interviews in the Directorate of Fisheries, 20 November 2018.
\textsuperscript{25} Interviews in the Directorate of Fisheries, 20 November 2018
\textsuperscript{26} Personal communication with Coast Guard, 8 January 2019; interviews in the Directorate of Fisheries 20 November 2018.
\textsuperscript{28} FishKamchatka. ФСБ: приоритет Береговой охраны — в вертолетонесущих судах (FSB: Coast Guard Priority – Helicopter-carrying Ships). FishKamchatka, 30 May, 2019.
\textsuperscript{29} Personal communication with Coast Guard, 8 January 2019; interviews in the Directorate of Fisheries 20 November 2018.
\textsuperscript{30} Personal communication with the Coast Guard, 8 January 2019.
\textsuperscript{31} It is expected that the helicopters will not be delivered before 2022.
the Norwegian Coast Guard, and that they inspect 'both Russian and foreign fishing vessels'.\textsuperscript{32} In an interview in 2012, the Border Service’s press officer in Murmansk gave the impression that there was an agreement that the Norwegian Coast Guard should 'generally' refrain from controlling Russian vessels when Russian coastguard vessels were in the area.\textsuperscript{33}

Such statements can perhaps be explained by poor information flow upwards in the system or, more likely, as 'alternative facts' intended for a domestic audience. The Norwegian Coast Guard states that there is no form of operational cooperation with the Russian side in the FPZ, other than exchanging courtesy phrases on the radio, and that joint inspections are completely out of the question – although the Russians have expressed a desire for such on several occasions.\textsuperscript{34} Attempts by Russian Coast Guard vessels to inspect third-country vessels in the FPZ have not been observed.\textsuperscript{35}

In summary, the dust has settled in Russian fisheries circles and in the Fisheries Commission, while the Russian presence in the FPZ has increased. But at a higher level, Russia’s criticisms of Norway continue. There have been attempts to engage Norway in bilateral discussions concerning Svalbard.\textsuperscript{36} In October 2017, Russian newspapers published excerpts from a 'leaked' report from the Russian Ministry of Defence:

> As a special threat, mention is made of Norway and its plans for unilateral revision of international agreements. The report underlines that the country's authorities are striving to establish 'absolute national jurisdiction over the archipelago of Svalbard and the adjacent 200-mile zone'.\textsuperscript{37}

And in February 2020, in connection with the centenary of the Svalbard Treaty, Foreign Minister Lavrov sent a letter to his Norwegian counterpart listing Russian complaints, including 'the unlawfulness of Norway’s fisheries protection zone'.\textsuperscript{38} In April 2020, MID sent a formal protest note to Norway after the arrest of the trawler Borey, explicitly referring to the Svalbard Treaty. “In the year of the 100th anniversary of this document, we urge Oslo to strictly follow the spirit and

\textsuperscript{34} Personal communication with the Coast Guard, 8 January 2019. A specific example is mentioned in \textit{Kyst og Fjord} (2012): A letter from the then-head of FSB’s Border Guard Service in Murmansk, Sergey Kudryashov to the Norwegian Ministry of Defence, expressing a wish for 'a more formal partnership with joint Norwegian–Russian fisheries inspections in the fish-rich area around Svalbard'..
\textsuperscript{35} Personal communication with the Coast Guard, 16 January 2019. It is also difficult to imagine that such an action would have gone unnoticed, as it would probably have led to sharp protests from the third country in question.
\textsuperscript{36} Staalesen A. Lavrov attacks Norway, says relations on Svalbard should be better. The Barents Observer, 19 October, 2017: https://thebarentsobserver.com/en/arctic/2017/10/lavrov-attacks-norway-over-svalbard
\textsuperscript{38} Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation. Press release on Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov’s message to Norwegian Foreign Minister Ine Eriksen Soreide on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the Spitsbergen Treaty. 2020: https://www.mid.ru/en/foreign_policy/news/-/asset_publisher/cKNonkJE02Bw/content/id/4019093
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letter of the treaty” 39. On the practical level the episode was resolved after one day, as the trawler accepted to pay a fine 40.

Explanations, implications, and conclusions

There has been considerable variation in Russian responses to Norwegian enforcement practice in the FPZ. The strongest reactions have come from regional actors, primarily shipowners in the fishing industry and their supporters in north-western Russia. Criticism from these actors was particularly sharp around the turn of the millennium and in the time around the signing of the maritime boundary agreement but weakening after 2011. The Russian federal authorities have been more diplomatic than the fishers, but they too were initially highly critical of Norway’s new line – as borne out by the absence of diplomatic niceties in the note transmitted after the arrest of the Chernigov in 2001. From the Elektron case in 2005, however, Moscow focused on a dialogue-oriented approach, except for a short period after the arrest of the Sapfir-2.

We thus find two turning points: one in 2005, when the central power went from protest to dialogue, and one after 2011, when criticism from fishers and their supporters quieted. Interestingly, 2014 does not appear to have been a turning point, despite the deterioration in bilateral relations following the Russian annexation of Crimea. How can this be explained?

The dispute over the FPZ has more aspects than purely legal ones. Russia has extensive interests in the area, both military and economic; there is also a historical dimension, involving strong feelings. Russian observers refer both to fishing history and to the fact that early Russian marine scientists have made the greatest contributions to exploration and mapping of the stocks around Svalbard [2, Vylegzhanin A.N., Zilanov V.], [11, Zilanov V.]. There is also much to indicate that feelings of historical injustices continue to shape Russia’s perceptions of its legitimate role in the area. The fact that Russia was barred from participating in the negotiations on the Svalbard Treaty has shaped Russian perceptions of Svalbard issues in retrospect [16. Jørgensen J. H.], [2, Vylegzhanin A. N., Zilanov V.]; this narrative of the ‘weakened superpower’ was reactivated in the Russian Svalbard debate after the dissolution of the Soviet Union.

In their criticism of Norway and the Norwegian Coast Guard, shipowners have mentioned all these factors, but that does not mean they carry equal weight. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Russian fishers seem mainly concerned with the practicalities of fishing. What they have feared first and foremost are deteriorating framework conditions for Russian fishing activities in the FPZ – at worst, being squeezed out of the zone. The campaign against ratification of the 2010 maritime boundary agreement, helped sharpen fishers’ fears of underlying motives on the Norwegian side.
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These fears were amplified when the Norwegian Coast Guard arrested a record number of Russian vessels in the FPZ soon after the agreement went into force.

Nevertheless, the wave of protests from the ‘fishery opposition’ in 2010/2011 was a transient phenomenon. This may partially be explained by the region’s weakened position, which made it costly for regional politicians to continue to challenge the policies of the central authorities. But we believe that a more important factor was the decline in the number of arrests from 2012 onwards – and not least the new scheme for settling cases at sea. Further, the harmonization of Norwegian and Russian fisheries regulations in the Barents Sea, as well as the work of the Joint Fisheries Commission in obtaining and distributing information on national regulations, made it easier for Russian fishers to operate both in the FPZ and in the NEZ. Regional opposition to Norwegian practices in the FPZ dwindled, since so much of it had been based on dissatisfaction among fishers.

Moscow’s response pattern has been more complex. Different agencies have different priorities and sometimes different worldviews and ideological positions. The ongoing power struggle among government structures adds to the complexity. In the late 1990s, power in Russia was highly fragmented. Sector interests and private interests were evident in many political areas – not least in the fisheries sector. In the Joint Fisheries Commission, several shipowners critical to Norway contributed to a high level of conflict. When the Norwegian Coast Guard began to tighten its enforcement, Russian reactions were strong but uncoordinated.

As Vladimir Putin consolidated his power soon after the turn of the millennium, Russia emerged as a more unified actor – at least in foreign policy. This became evident when the Russian authorities were faced with the Elektron case in 2005. Given the considerable public and international attention to the story as it unfolded, there is little reason to doubt that Putin was involved in deciding how it should be handled – and the central power chose dialogue rather than confrontation. That response seems to correspond to priorities in Putin’s early presidency, with pragmatism in most areas. True, the goal was to rebuild Russia as a great power, but this could best be achieved through stabilization and economic growth. Putin was also concerned that Russia should be perceived as a reliable and responsible partner to other countries – not least in the Arctic. Several analyses have indicated that centralization under Putin helped the Norwegian–Russian fisheries cooperation to develop in a positive direction in those years.41

As Jørgensen has noted [16, Jørgensen J. H.], the absence of official protests against the arrest of Russian vessels in the FPZ could be interpreted as tacit acceptance of Norway’s right to exercise jurisdiction there. However, the Russian authorities made sure to send signals that they were not prepared for any kind of infringement on Russian rights. Here, Russia followed the same

41 Shut D. Hvilken effekt hadde sentraliseringen i Russland på fiskerisamarbeidet med Norge? (What effect did centralization in Russia have on the fisheries cooperation with Norway?). University of Oslo, 2012: https://www.duo.uio.no/bitstream/handle/10852/34411/1/Shut-Master.pdf; Ven Bruusgaard K. Fiskerikonflikt i Barentshavet – potensial for eskalering? (Fisheries conflicts in the Barents Sea – Potential for escalation?). Oslo, 2006: https://fhs.brage.unit.no/fhs-xmliu/handle/11250/2444396
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line as the Soviet Union: putting mild pressure on Norway to try to achieve a special position for Russia in the region – including by promoting proposals for various joint arrangements, and by sending Russian fisheries inspection vessels to the FPZ. The deployment of ships from a modern Russian Coast Guard underscores Russia’s positions.

When the ratification of the Barents Sea boundary agreement was followed by an unusually high number of arrests of Russian fishing vessels in the FPZ, Moscow’s dialogue-oriented line came under intense pressure. It would have been politically impossible for MID not to respond. The red-hot (in a diplomatic context) language used in the protest note delivered during the Sapphir-2 case testifies to strong frustration. However, the Russian authorities soon resumed a conciliatory tone. Indeed, there seem to have been no protests vs arrests of Russian vessels in the FPZ between 2012 and 2019. The period includes six cases in total, five of which occurred after Russia’s annexation of Crimea. All but one was resolved at sea.

The real question is why Russia has not responded more strongly. After all, the Russian official position on the FPZ has been consistent ever since 1977: Norway has no right to unilaterally establish such a zone and enforce regulations there. Perhaps Russia does not want to risk an open conflict in the Zone, for instance by using force to prevent Norwegian Coast Guard interventions?42 Given Norway’s NATO membership, such a conflict could escalate to dangerous levels. While it cannot be ruled out that such calculations play a role for central decision-makers, we hold that concern for Russian fisheries interests has more explanatory power.

This may seem paradoxical, as we have concluded that disputes about Norwegian enforcement in the FPZ have brought strong reactions from Russian fishers. However, ‘Russian fishing interests’ can be understood more broadly. As noted, Russian fishers catch considerable quantities in the Zone very year. Crucially, the FPZ keeps newcomers out, and third-nation vessels must fish within quotas allocated by Russia or Norway – as a share of their respective Barents Sea quotas. As third-country vessels must also comply with Norwegian regulations, the Zone protects Russian fisheries interests well. If Russia were to sabotage Norwegian jurisdiction to such an extent that the FPZ effectively broke down and the official Russian position – that these areas are international waters – were realized, third-country vessels would basically have free rein – to the detriment of Russian fishers. This paradox is understood by many, but not all, in Russia.

Logically, then, if the FPZ is so important for Russia, why does the country not formally recognize Norwegian jurisdiction? This would be a step too far, as it would collide with overarching Russian priorities and ambitions in the region. Russia has consistently argued for interpretations of international agreements, be they UNCLOS or the Svalbard Treaty, that serve to maximize Russian interests. In this respect Russia is not much different from other countries. But in the Arctic, Russian interests are stronger than those of many other states. Russian policies in the FPZ have been a balancing act: always underscoring its official position and demonstrating that there are limitations to how much Norwegian enforcement can be accepted – while also making sure that the

42 See [19, Åtland K.], [27, Østhagen A.]
enforcement regime survives, e.g. by formally instructing Russian fishing vessels to accept Norwegian inspection on board (but not sign inspection protocols) [28, Zilanov, V.]. It is not easy to maintain this balance. Forces outside the Kremlin’s control may rock the boat. Earlier episodes caused outcry in fisheries circles and regionally in Murmansk. Largely because of revised procedures for interaction between Russian fishers and Norwegian inspectors, as well as clarification of regulations, such episodes have not occurred for several years. But a situation when a Russian vessel is boarded by the Norwegian Coast Guard and calls for help from the Russian Coast Guard cannot be ruled out. In the past, responses from the Russian authorities was moderate. But today, with distinctly nationalistic trends in Russian politics, as in the media and society at large, neglecting calls for intervention when Russian fishers claim mistreatment by the Norwegian authorities could prove difficult even for Moscow. The deterioration in Norway-Russia relations also means that any situation that may arise in the FPZ will be interpreted in a more tense security policy context.

Precisely this may also help to explain the willingness to avoid such situations between the two coast guards [13, Østhagen A.]. Russian operations at sea are now under better control than before. Since 2012, patrolling operations in the FPZ have been conducted by the Russian Coast Guard, subordinate to the FSB and its Border Service. Although the FSB sees itself as the nation's (coastal) defender, and some statements may indicate a desire to get on par with the Norwegian Coast Guard in the FPZ, we assume that the Border Service will have a high threshold for direct confrontation with the Norwegian Coast Guard in the Zone. The FSB has generally acted more disciplined than the fisheries authorities; moreover, the FSB answers directly to the president and is presumably highly receptive to signals from the top – for instance, to avoid direct skirmishes.

Specific measures have been taken to avoid clashes between the Norwegian and Russian Coast Guards. Several studies have highlighted the importance of contact and dialogue to avoid conflict escalation and crisis situations.43 As Østhagen shows [13, Østhagen A. pp. 118-120], there is close dialogue between the two Coast Guards, with regular drills in the Barents Sea, annual exchanges of fisheries inspectors and personnel between headquarters, and sharing of relevant information as needed.44 Although the 2014 Ukraine conflict brought some restrictions, dialogue has generally been maintained [27, Østhagen A. p. 53]. An important element is the person-to-person contact, at the official and the operational levels [15, Hønneland G., Jørgensen A-K.]. This is not just about meeting points, but also about continuity. Keeping the same people in key roles over time fosters personal relationships. This contributes to the development of trust, and to the formation of a commonality of interest: a group of people who approach the same problems (fisheries conflict, search-and-rescue operations, oil spills) in the same way. Also positive is the Norwegian Coast Guard’s emergency assistance to Russian fishers. Its dual role, as enforcer of fishing

43 Several studies of Norwegian–Russian fisheries and resource management, as well as coast guard cooperation, note the value of this approach in Norway–Russia relations in general. See, e.g., [7, Hønneland G.], [12, Kosmo S.], [27, Østhagen A.].
44 Moscow Times. Norwegian Coast Guard Ship Makes Port Call in Russia’s North. The Moscow Times, 3 October, 2019.
regulations and as 'merciful Samaritan' towards Russian fishers, helps to build a community of shared interest and creates goodwill on both sides. Another important forum for dialogue is the joint Norwegian–Russian Fisheries Commission. Moreover, the Arctic Coast Guard Forum has been established, focusing on practical multilateral cooperation.

Of course, cost–benefit calculations are the basis of much of this cooperation. Sustainable management of shared fish stocks benefits both parties. Emergency preparedness and search-and-rescue services are an area where cooperation achieves more than what each country can do unilaterally. Mutual interest is vital for maintaining and furthering cooperation and dialogue. But these aspects are not static. A weakening of venues for dialogue could change personnel and undercut communication channels. Perceptions of common interests may shift. Climate change, economic downturns for fisheries, and sharply reduced quotas may challenge the situation. Changes in international power relations could also entail risks for confrontation in the FPZ.

We have not found that the events of 2014 represent a watershed as regards the level of conflict in the FPZ. As during the Soviet period, both parties seem concerned with shielding fisheries cooperation as much as possible from fluctuations in (geo)political cycles. This says something about the great value that both sides place on cooperation. It also indicates that not everything with a security-policy dimension is necessarily securitized.
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